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list of star trek novels wikipedia - star trek has a fifty two year history of tie in fiction beginning with the 1967 publication of
james blish s star trek 1 as of august 2019 approximately 850 novels short story anthologies novelizations and omnibus
editions have been published novels based on star trek the next generation voyager and discovery are currently in print
novels based on deep space nine and enterprise, upcoming productions memory alpha fandom powered by wikia october 10 october the second episode of star trek short treks season 2 the trouble with edward premieres on cbs all access
1 15 october star trek picard movie tv collection blu ray us release 2 16 october issue 3 of star trek discovery aftermath from
idw publishing, the cage star trek the original series wikipedia - the cage star trek the original series, nyota uhura
memory alpha fandom powered by wikia - uhura as acting science officer discovers a class m planet in 2267 from
stardate 2821 5 to 2823 1 while the enterprise shuttlecraft galileo was studying the murasaki 312 quasar it was lost and then
crashed on an uncharted planet because spock was the commander of that mission and was not on the enterprise uhura
took lead in the search for the missing galileo and took over at the bridge s
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